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SOVIET DEPENDENCE ON SPACE SYSTEMS' 

SUMMARY 
This memorandum examines the missions of the most important So

viet space systems. It identifies the ~asks those missions support, 
assesses the USSR's dependence on those systems, and assesses the deg
radation of Soviet capabilities if the syste1n were not available. Also 
examined are the Soviets' defense of their space systems and the pros
pects for their interfering with those of the US. 

The USSR's space effort is directed tO'.vard three broad applications· 
those having scientific and national prestige value, those relating to 
economic activity, and those supporting military and inteiJi~ence op
erations. The latter comprise the great bulk of the effort and this memo· 
randum assesses the degree of Soviet dependence on them. 

Three out of four Soviet satellites in the past !leveral rears have 
been associated with military and intelligence activities. They per
form R variety of missions in the areas of i."ltt.aigence collection, com
munications relay, na\'igation, weather, geodesy, anJ raclar calibra
tion. In addition, the Soviets have developed a o;atellit~ interceptor 



that can be placed i.o or~it. We have iuentif1ed one or more military 
or intelligence tasks to which tht>se space systems contribute. These 
t2.Sks in tum support the operations of military forces either directly 
or through the national-level decisionm..-king apparatus. 

Oependenr:3 and Degradation 

Soviet dependtnce on these satellites is assessed in terms of the 
availabiJity of non-space substitutes for the missions the:v perform or 
the support they provide. Insofar as a space sy!otem is the only mean · 
of performing a particular mission or providing support, Soviet de
pendence is judged to be correspondingly high. 

Also asses~~~ is degradation, i.e., the reuuction in capability to 
perform specific tasks that the Soviets would suffer if these space sys
tems were rendered unavailable. Dependence differs trom degraua
tion because there are s<..tellites for which the Soviets have no substi
tute, yet we believe their absence would have J:ttle impact on Soviet 
capabilities to perform the particuler task.~ 

Judgzrents about d(;pendence and uegradation are provided for the 
present and for the peril'd ten years hence, and are applied to three 
situations: peacetime, crisis, and conflict. Three levels of dependence
i.e., high, moderate, and low-and three levels of degradation
severe, moderate, and slight-are used. They are summarized in Table 
1. It shows that at present the Soviets are highly dependent on three 
of their space systems: those that j_:'erforrn orbital intercept, photo
graphic reconnaissarce, and radar calibration missions. The table dt>
picts estimated increases over the next ten year3 in Soviet dependency 
on space systems for electronic reconnaissance, radar ocean reccm
naissance, and the detection of missile launches. 

Increased dependence on future versions of Soviet dectronic and 
rauar oce~n reconnaissance systems stems from what are likely tc. be 
improved technical characteristics for target discrimination and faster 
response time. The high-altitude system for detecting missile launches, 
which we project, will represent a ne"' cnpability that wiiJ exteng re
liable warning of mis<iile attack oy some ten minutes. By 1985, im
provements in communications sateJlit~s and an expected ~ubstantial 
increase in the number of thet· militrry users will iead to increased 
dependence on them despite the continued expansion of alternate 
mP.ans of communications. High accuracy and faster response times are 

2 It should be noftod that t~ tasks to which the !latf'llitn contribulfo •~ not nf'Ct'SS;Irily of 
t~ same importance or value in a rei~ situation. It is beyond the IC'Ope of this mt'tnOfllnclum 
lo IISSiJEn ~lath•e values to t~ mwlons nf l't'l~nnai:s.QOC'e Yn1UJ communication wnu~ na\;n. 
lion, etc. 
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Tablt" I 

PeaC~ttlmo 

Eslimaled Soviet Depeodeoce/D~gradatio,&": Space :0::) .: ~ms l"or lotelliieocr aod Mmcaay Suppot& 
-------------·--- ----- ---------------- ----

Crillia 
CooOid 

1076 

Wupoaa--
Satt'llit .. lntt'r«ptor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Low/Siiglal 

lalelli&t'Dre Colleclioa · -
l'holoKraphic R .. cr nnai•~•ncv. P.l,b/ Sn..,. 

l::lt·etronic Re~onnai•••nce. . . . . . . . . . ~loderate/ltl odcrGl~ 
.'iliglll 

Radar Oeeaa h«onaai~~tanc:e ....... Low/Siiglal 

Sunt·,d:.nee by lligh-.\ltitude Said- b -
litH- :\li•·i~ Launch DetecliGa 

Photoor;raphic:-Geophyalcal. . . . . . . . . . Low/Slit.'tl 
Co••uoocalioae Rei&J -

\loln~ya ............... . 

Mete«olo&lcol. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Low/ &iglal 

Geodetic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ModeraletSii;lal 
C'alihratiua \.\8\1 rad~&r) ............. Hllh/Sliglal 
Claerllout lliatellite l'ommand Sysum). Low/Slitlal 

IOU 

Low/Siiglal 

lllp/Sc-· 

~lodera.e.'.\/~dna/c 

lew/Sii,llc 

Hi&h/&..n 

Low!Sii,lal 

Low/Siig41 

M~rale/Siigllt 
Hi1h/SI•gltl 
Low/SlitAI 

• E•limato·• are pr .. ..,nterl tn thi• or•lcr: dt•pt•ndt•nc:e.'clt•K•••IMtion. 
hSy.tem not yl't o~ralional. 

11m~ 

lli&h:&.,, 

IO~J 

:\loderate-lli&h/ 
.\1 od~roi~Sntrt 

lligh .'itwr~·.lloJ,rutt lliKh.S~rcre 

\lod~rah•; .\foduo:' \lodt•ratc-lliKh/ 

J/odcro/c 
l.oa-:\I~Pr&lt'/ :\lodt•rate-lliKh/ 

Sliglt/- .\1 odtrale .I/ 0</tro/~ 
b lli1h:Sncrc 

l.ow/Siiglll Low/Siiglll 

l.ow/Siigltl 

Low'St.gltl 
lligh·~lig:o: 

Low,Siiglll 

l.ow!Siigltl 

Low.'Siigltl 
lligh,.'iligA/ 
Low/Shgfl/ 

117$ 

Hl1l:.'.':...-re 

!\foien. tt:-1.-:.w/ 
M odmJ4~S/iglll 

!\loderale/.l" od«Gif 

Moderate-HI&b/ 
J/.Uratc .. _ 

Low/Sii,At 

~loJerate-Hi&hl 
JIO<kral• 

l.ow!SiiJIII 
lli1h! Sliglll 
Low/Siigltl 

1M3 

Moderat.Hi&h/ 
J/ovratc-&Nrc 

Moderate/ Jl oclnel. 

~I odtrate-11 ilht 
1/IJ<krau 

Moderate-nlab/ 
ltlll<krat~ 

Hip/&•~• 

Low/Siig.AI 

Low/Siiglll 
Hlah/Siiglll 
l.owi.Sliglll 



characteristics of improved navigation and mett'Orological satellites 
that wili lead to increased dependence in conflict should alternate 
sources of this support be denied. 

In terms of degradation. the table snows that the impact would be 
severe if the capabilities of tv.~ of the Soviet space systems were not 
now available, i.e., thosP. for satellite interception and photograph~c 
reconnaissance. The assessment for the sate1lite interceptor is based 
on the laclc of non-rmdcar alternatives for performmg its mission. The 
assesst:d level of degradation the Soviets wr·1ld sufier through the Joss 
of their photogr~..,hic reconnaissance systems stems from the diverse 
tasks they support. 

By 1985 the degradation which would occur if the Soviets lost 
their photographic reconnai.:sance systems would be even greater 
than today due to C'xpected improvements in the capability and flex
ibility of those systems. In connection with the loss of the ~tellJtr in
terceptor, the possibility that the Soviets might use ground-based lasers 
to attack satt:llites is the basis for lowering our judgment to moderate
to-severe 1e'h·1s of degradation. The loss of the projected high-altitude 
satellites for detecting missile launt'h~s would severely degrade Soviet 
capabilities to react to warning of missile attack. despite the exist ... nce 
of their long-range radar systems. New reconnaissance, C<'mmunica
tions, and navigation systems with more rapid response time wi11 sup
port military tasks in crisis or conflict; loss of these prospective new 
battle-management capabilities is re!"ected in the increa.~ed degrada
tion levels ~hown in the table. Although there is no alternative for cali
brating ABM radars without satelJite!i, the effect of the loss of these 
satellites on effectiveness of ABM systems is juclged to be slight. 

Sysicm Defenses 

The USSR almost certainly understands the requirements and tech
niques fr,r the defense of its space systems. Soviet interest in defending 
its space systE:ms ster.&S from the Soviet perception of US antisateiJitc 
research and develc.;>ment and the development of the USSR's own 
satellite interceptor. ·:he satellites r.lready have at least some inherent 
protertivn capability by virtue of thdr te<.:hnical design features, :;uch 
as bulky and thick-skinned construc~ion. and maneuverability. The 
use of multiple spacecraft and a capability to launch backup ~atellites 
rap:idJy affords other me3lls of coping with the loss of a satelli 



- The Soviets a,.;o may ;udge that their satellite in~erceptor 
proviaes a measure of detern.nt protection. For existing, '>r follow-on, 
space systems the Soviets could add various types of defe~sive meas
ures at any time, but we do not know if they are doing so now or 
will do so in the future. 

Noninterference Prospcds 

The USSR has participated in de facto, mutuai noninterference with 
aU space systems for years. The Soviets gradually muted their position 
that space r~nnaissance was contrary to international law as their 
own capability expandro, as detente progressed, and especially after 
the signing in 1972 of the strategic arms limitations agreements. The 
Soviets probably do not regard US non-reconnaissance, military s~p
port satellites as "national technical means .. of verification protected 
by the provisions of these agreements. They have long reserved the 
option to interfere with direct broadcast satellites, and while they have 
toned down their subsequent discussions on this issue since 1972, their 
posiHon apparently has not changed signific..'ltly. 

Short of preparation for a conflict involving the use of Soviet and 
US forces or what they beJieved to be US action against their own 
satellites, we believe it hibhly unlikely that the Soviets would inter
fere with any US military or intelligence-related satellites in the fore
seeable future. \Ve believe that the degree of Soviet dependence on 
space systems we have f<..:ecast for the next ten years is not by itself 
high enough to deter the Soviets from interferin,~ with US sate11ites 
in the face of other compeJling reasnns to do so. A Scviet decision to 
interfere would depend on a host of other factors, notably on Soviet 
estimates of the overall poJitical costs, of how much and for what 
purpose the US relied on its own sateJJites, and nf the US ability and 
will to respond. 

Increased Soviet dependence on space systems, however, probably 
will increase Soviet incentives not to interfere with US satellites and 
to enter into explicit non-interference agreements. Nevertheless, we 
think it unlikely that the Soviet leadership would find acceptable an 
agreement covering all space systems. In particular, we doubt that ~he 
Soviets would agree not to interfere with direct broadcast satellites . 

.s 
T~ 



DISCUSSION 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Overview of Soviet Space S)'ltems 

1. Since its inception, the USSR's space program 
has grown to encompass the usc of satellite systems' 
for a brood range of military and nonmilitary 
applications upon which the Soviets have become 
increasingly dependent. Its !';ogram can be broken 
down into three groups of activities: that which 
provides scientific lnfonnation and creates nationai 
prestige, that used for direct economic benefit. and 
that which supports military or intelligence opera
tions. 4 This memorandum foc:taes on Soviet depend· 
ence on space systetYlS that support milital) or 
inteUigence activities. 

2. The buJk of the USSR's efforts in space
based on the number of satellites and variety of 
uses-is in support of military or intelligence opera· 
tions. Three out of every four Soviet spacecraft 
launched in the past four yean or so hRve provided 
direct or indirect support for such operations. The 
Soviets regularly devote a significant part of their 

area 
portant to the Sovic.:ts is space· communications s~
tems for the command and control of military 
and intelligence operations. Additional space efforts 
in support of military or intelligence activities in· 
elude: the use of satellitt>S for positioning and com
municating with naval forces. mctcorolo~tical sate!. 
lites for collection of weather data for operations 
worldwide, geodetic satellites for the contribution 
they make fn improving t11e accuracy C'f ballistic 
missiles, and satellites for exercise and calibration 
of ABM radars. And the Soviets also have an opern- -
tional orbital intera-ptor, although it ha~ not heen 
flown since late 1971. 

3. Tht> number of Soviet military and intelligence 
~lated space launches per )ear grew rapidly in the 
1960s. then leveled off in the 1970s. We expect 
that the present level of launch activity will remain 
approximately ) 1. 'lie for the next year or so. The 
l'wnber of launches ma:v then decline as the Soviets 
come to rely uron satellites capable of more time 
in orbit, of perfonning multiple missions, and of 
more efficient or direct recovery of data they 
collect. 

.f. In most cases, a sprcific space syst<'m per· 
forms one missillll of significance that ~upports a 



· .. .:.;ety of specific uses or tasks. For example, a 
photographic reronnaissance system that colk"Cts 
higJ1-resolution imagery aids in the wrificatio.l of 
agreements on strategic weapons, as well as in 
analysis of foreign wC'apon systems. 

B. Concepts of Dependence and Degradation 

5. To assess the Soviets' ·dependenc:" on tht-ir 
military or lntdligencc space systems, we con
sidel"f.'d the availabllity of substitutt'S for the func
tions they perform or the support they provid<'. 
We also ass<'Ssed the "degradation"-that is, the 
reduction in capability to perform specific tadc.~ 
if the various space s1stems were not available. 
This study does not address such oth<'r important 
ciSpectS as satellite r<'p:acemC'nt costs or the rc
sourres nect>SSary to replace a space syshm's 
capability. 

6. We have estab!ished thrte levels of der<>JKI· 
encc--high, modernte, and low-and thrt>e apprcxi
mately corresr<Jnding Jevels of degr.uiation-s·~\·erC', 
moderate, and slight (see Table 2). Insofar as a 
space system is the only means of pt·rformin~t a 
particular mission or providing support, for e~

ample, Soviet dependence is judged to be high. 
There is not, however, a one-to-one corrdation 
between the assessed levels ot dept·ndence and 
degradation. There I' :e space systems for which 
the Soviets have no substitute, yet the absenet' of 
the space systf'mS wouid crt'ate little impact on 
Soviet military or intelligen<.c capabilities. (For 
eumple, see the discussion of radar cnJibration 
satellites on page 23.) 

7. This memorandum does not address spedfic 
scenarios in which various space systtms are, or 

would lx•, employt-d. Instead, we define three.• ~cn
eral situations as follows: 

Peacetime--Soviet military forCM at a normal 
nlcrt status and no crisis or conflict exist~ for the 
USSR. 

Crisi.t-A period of tension in which Soviet 
military forC<'S nrc in an incr<'a.\ro state of readi-
0<':'15, such as in the 1973 ~liddlt• East war. ( l'se 
of tht• orbital satellite inter<.'l•ptor, by ddinition, 
would crt•atc a t·risis situation and mi~ht lt•ad tu 
conflict.) 

Conflict-Non-uuclear or nudcar warfare in-
volvint: major Soviet military forces. 

In a Jtin·n situation, the tasks to whkh the space 
syst('tlls <.'Ontributc are not nect'!isarily of the samt• 
importance or valut>. It is beyond th<' scope of the 
study to assign relative values to r<'<.'Onnaissance 
versus communic-ations versus navigation, and so 
oo. 

8. The evaluation of dcpt'ndmce and degradation 
dep:.-nds to a great Mtent on our under.;tandin~ 
of the role an<i effe~."tiven<'SS of non-space substi
tutes. In some cas<'S, there is more than ont> type 
of substitute, since a single srace system may con
tribute to several military or intdligt•nce acthitics 
or tn..~ks. Gent>rnlly, the substitute would Jx. ground
ha~-for Mamplt>. high frc-queucy commuuica
tions links are a sub~titute for commuuication saki· 
lites. But the substitute for a Sovi<•t space syst<'m 
COI'ld also be a non-Soviet space system--such as 
US navigation and ~eodetic spa~raft. 

9. Our und<'rst:mding of So\i<'t capabiliti<-s t., 
provide substitutt'S for current space systems, and 
hmce our judgments about depmdence and de~ra
dation, are made with fair confidl'nce ovcrnll. Our 

Tr.ble 2 

Lenis or Dependence aad De~datioa 

Ot>peodenre 
Hi9"·. .. . . . . . No practical or oati..,actory .:ubotitute. 
Moderau.. . . . St•!H.,itutes are and able. but thto)· are 

not u CflnYf'nient or dn not perform 
the misltlon u wf'fl. 

w•. . . . .. . . . SubAitutee are anilabll', and tht'y are 
at JcotUOt pradleal or adrquate. 

D~dation 

Sn~........ So mranin~rful rapahilit~· rrmainin11:. 
Modt!f'Gle.. . . . -\ rapability nomain.., but it i8 •ub

•tantially redul'f'd. 
S/igiW. • . . . • . . A l'!lpability n.maim. and it i• ~n

~iaJI ~· untouc ht'cl. 
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confidc:.a: is greatest in the judgments concerning 
those Soviet ::>ace system! in which •he dependence 
is hJgh and/ oJr the degradation is severe. For ex
ample, we are ~ that the Sovirl! are hi~y 
dependent on sateUite systems for pho•::~graphic 
reeonna.is.sance of areas denJP.d to Soviet personnel 
or aircraft overflights. We ate less c:;>rtain about 
our evaluation of those space S)-stems Jtat per
fonn tasks for which the So\"iets have a broad 
range of SlJbstitutes. such as for their communica
tions sateUites. 

10. Moreover, our assessments apply to an as
sumed situation in which Soviet space systems, as 
well as the alternate ways of perforT.1ing the t1sks, 
1emain intact and opaating in a manner most 
reasonable for the situations of peacetime. crisis, or 
confljct. We have assessed each type of space= 
l)'Stem independent of the othn ones. 

11. For 1985, our confidence :n our judgments is 
!ower than for today. Our assessments are based on 
the expected technical characteristics of Soviet 
splce system!, a~ weD as on our estimates of likely 
Soviet policy about the uses of space systems. 
0bviowly, bo11 of these factors lln'- subject to 
change during the next b::n years. · 

II. ~OVIET SPACE SYSTEMS-DEPENDENCE 
AND DEGRADATION 

12. Our discussion of Soviet space systems is 
orgBnized acconling to functional categories: weap
on•, intelli~tence a..Uectlon, communications, nf\val 
support f for naviJi&tlon), meteorological, t;eodetic, 
and cnlibration. Within each cate-gory, the discus· 
sion of each space system covers its function and 
uses. Soviet dependence on the system, and tl.e 
degradation in Soviet military capabilities which 
would result from its loss (see Table 3 for the 
uses or tasks supported by Soviet satellite systems). 

A. Weapons-Satollite Interceptors 

13. In the late 1960s ar.d early 1970s, the USSR 
developed and tested an antisatellite ( ASAT) sys
tem employing an orbital interceptor which destroys 
satellites with a '100-nuclear kiD mechanism. Seven 
int~t tuts were conducted 

ently achieved a full operational capability at Ty
uratam alter the last test in Decemt '!!' 1971 

1ne system has to 
intercept targets at altitudes up to 550 nm when 
launched by the SL-11 booster-the booster that 
wes the SS-9 ICBM as the first two stages. With 
this booster we believe the system is cap:~bl..: of 
intercepts at ur to 2.,500 nm altitude. 

14. The So\iets have also demonstrated a ca
pability to r..nform some of the orbital operations 
required to intercept a s.1tellite in geostationary 
orbit We therefore believe the Soviets could com· 
bine the orbital intP.rCeptor of the:.r present ASAT 
system with the large booster (wed to launch 
Soviet geostationary satellites) and thw attack get> 
stationary spacecraft. They have not Cf'' Jucted auy 
tests of sucb a combination, and we therefore Jo 
not believe the Soviets now have an operational 
capability for this purpose. 

15. The Soviets may believe thr': llrbital inter
ceptor serves a deterrent role vis·:a-vis the US. 
It therefore will serve essentially two purposes
deterrence in ndditi,·n to its actual intercept/at
tack role. Nevertheless, we judge the USSR's de
pendence on its orbital i..;terceptor to '>e low in 
peacetime (see Table 4) since a m•mber of othPr 
factors contribute to deterring the ns from inter· 
fering with Soviet spa~ S)'l'tems. The associated 
degradation is slight. In crisis or conflict, the Soviets 
have no other way to fully replace the int<>rceptor's 
capability; therefore the dependl'nce is jPdgt'd to 
be high. As a potential alternative to the orbital 
interceptor. Soviet antiballistic missiles armPd with 
nuclear warheads could be used to attack satellites 
up to about 500 nm. Oepending..on their character
istics, however, both US and $(~viet satellites would 
be vulnerable to the effects of a nuclear cxp!osion 
in space -even at very long mngcs. In tiuc ~. 
the Soviets may be able to dLable most low-altitude 
sateJiites with the large, probau!e lasct' system 
at Sary Sbagan.1 Thus, lly I~ the USSR's overall 
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Table 3 

Current So•iet Spate Sys(ems aad their Aaaodated Military or 
Intelligence Tasks 

Known, :>mumcd, or Po~nti&J ~lllit.~.ry 

or In~lli~~:enee Tub 

I. P!'rlorm orbital in~~pt d sa~iitea ......• 
2. Verify portlona of t.JCI"e('~nta on •t~!.#gle 

arma .•.•.•......•.•.•...•.........•.• 
3. Eltaolltb or •ertfy locatio.>.~ of force- under 

truce condltiol'lll ........•.............• 

~~w - " .. .. .. .... 
;§ I t .. ..c 
~ ;., 

i 

! 
4. DetPrmlnf' •tatu• or .. ·arnln~~: indiralol'll ....• 1---+~+..:.:..+~+-+--+.....J--+-+-f-+-l 
.i. P011i~ion radan for el<'l.'tronic ordn of "at tie .. 
6. Eltablisb ~rrecu c.f ".ostilitfea •.........••• 
7. Dett:rmine onf.,r of battle of land-baecd 

fOf'eeS, especially otra~c .•..•.•.......• 
8. Aalat In d~tailed ~boleal lntt'lli~~:enee 

IDIII)'l'l8 •••••.••.•.•.•••............•. 

9. Pl'rlorm mappinJC and JCI"'phpiral •tudit.,., .. 
10. UJrate •urlarr •hlpo ............... . 
11. Warn of halliJotl~ mt .. ilr laun<"fmo ..... . 
12. Idenlify country !au~hin11a ba'li>ttil' mi,._•iJI.'. 
13. Provide I.'Ommuni!''\Uona for r;ovrrnment 

leadenhlp ........................... . 
14. Command and I.'Ontrol miUtar. or in!.#llill:t'DI.'e 

foreee.,.,., .•.•.•..••..•..•.......... 
1.~ P011IUo~ military for~.. . • . . ........... . 
1~. CoUection of weather 1formaUon .•.•....• 
17. Improve ~acy In tbe dt>Uvery of !ll'lt't'ted 

weapona ........................ ·. · · 
Ill. lmpro\'!' at'I.'Utat'Y nf A U:\1 lntriTl'piOI'O. 
19. Checkout a ~a&ellite t'ommand •;•~m ...• 

X X 

X 

X 
.\ 

.\ 

X X X X 
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dependence on orbital interceptor ~tcllites and the 
degradation in capabilities resulting from its loss 
would 111.:ely be reduced somewhat. 

B. Intelligence 

17. The USSR has been involved longer with 
space systems to collect intelligence data than 
with any other type having military importance. 
Photographic reconnaissance sateUites were first 
launched in 1002. Dedicated satellites for elec· 
tronic reconnaissance appeared in 1967. Also in 
1007 the first flight tests occurred in a satellite 
program that by 1972 had evolved into a radar 
ocean rt'COnnaissance system. In 1972 the Sovicts 
began flight tests of a satellite that may 'ead to 
some type of surveillance from hi~h-altitude orbits. 
And in 1974 the Soviets began flight tests of two 
types of reconnaissance satellites to acquire in
telligence data more rapidly. 

Photographic Reconnaissance 

18. Pl-.vtographic reconnaissance is the single 
most active Soviet space activity in terms of num(lef 
of launches. Annually there are about 30 of these 
5atellites launched, and each has a normal lifetime 
of 12 to 13 ilays. Such frequent launches provide 
some flexibility because the satellites can be plaa-d 
in orbits suited for specific targets. These satellites 
operate in the perigee range of 90-110 nm. Cne of 
these spacecraft is almost aJways in orbit and in 
many instances two or three satellites are in orbit 
at the same time. 

19. The Soviets photo- _ 

type is in 
-~-~-~ .. - missions to look for t!ll'gets and also to 
obtain COvt'rage of lat'f(e areas for mapping. The 
SC'C'lnd type carries a high.resolution camera sys-

21. The photographic reconnaissance systems are 
used to cover targets Jmportant for Soviet military ' 
pl::.nning and to monitor develf1r>ments in crisis 
situations. 

22. The Soviets used their space station, Salyut 
3, to test the feasibility of-and gain experience 
in using-manned satellites for intelligence collec
tion. The space station had an encrypted voice 
link for the cosmonauts, a data capsule that was 
subsequently deorbitecl, ar.d sensors that apparently 
can monitor !\..HM launches. Moreover, the Soviets 
deployed at Tyuratam the most elaborate set of res· 
olution targets ever seen in the USSR. probably 
for testing Sensot'l on Salyut 3. We susp<'ct that 
Salyut 3 has used high· and low-l'C'SOiution sensors 
In the visual and near-infrared spectral bands, 
having application to future reconnaissance systems. 

23. In late 1974 the Soviets also tested the first 
of a new type of unmanned satellite from whin 
capsules, or "buckets, .. were deorbited periodic:ally 
in the course of the mission, apparently for the 
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rect'\-ery of imagery. Only two launches of the new 
satellite have occurred so far, although earlier some 
of their operational satellites also may have de
orbited such buckets for testing purposes. The first 
of these new satellites had a number of the char· 
acteristics of Soviet photographic reconnaissance 
space<Ta.ft, particularly the orbital parameters, the 
comriWld link, and the recovery of the main part 
of the satellite aiter a 12-day mission. During the 
J:fetime of the first satellite a bucket appears to 
have been deorbited Into the USSR on one or pos· 
sibly two occasions. If the Soviets Introduce this 
bucket recovery technique operationally, it will 
allow them additional flexibility. They could, for 
example, recove some satellite imagery without 
having to end the spacecraft's mission. In addition. 
the Soviets might not have to launch as many 
spacecraft to achieve a flow oF data comparable to 
that obtained by C'lll'Tetlt systems. 

24. We expect evolutionary improvements in So
viet photogr.JPhic reconnaissance systems includirog 
changes to their present hibh-resolution system 
which will permit operation in lower orbits with 
more precise attitl•de control. We believe their 
objectives for this systpm will be to achieve resolu
tion of about one to two feet and to obtain better 
coverage and response by recovering imagery in 
buckets. They probably will a!~ improve the recon
naissance sensors on Salyut-dass spacecraft. We do 
not believe, however, that the So\iet ·.viii develop 
a visible-frequency, near-real-time system with mod
erate-to-high resolution before the early to mid-
1980s because of limitations in sensor technology, 
data handling. and imag· display. 

25. Lack1a1g such a near-real-time imaitl·ry sys
tem, the Soviets mi~ht choose to develop a limited 
optical reconnainance system In which imagery 
data arc stored on board the sp:~cecraft and trans
mitted to the ground periodically when the satellite 
i.s over the USSR. Retrieval of some imagery data 
wouJd be much more rapid thctn with the present 
technique of recovering the entire spacecraft or by 
recovering severn} buckets from a single satellite. 
H~. the number of frames of data which could 
he taken between each retrieval would prohahly be 
limited ~use of restrictions in data stora,;e in 
l'-le spacecrnft and in the tirr.c available for tran.s
missivn of data •o ground stntit'lls. 

Electronic Reconnaissance 

26. The Soviets have eledronic intelligence 
( ELINT) systems on three types of ope"tional 
spacecraft to collect information on the location 
and characteristics of land· and ship-based radars. 
Because of the major differences between these 

we refer to each as a -gc;•nelrati.on. 

Z'T. The Soviet first-generation ELINT system is 
a simple one that collects rudimffltary data from 
emitters. These emitters have induded US space 
surveillance radars and shipbome ~urveiJiance 
radars. We suspect the ~tern can detect other 
emitters as well. In an uncluttered radar environ· 
ment, data from one satellite pass can be used to 
derive the position of rotating emitters with known 
characteristics, 

.29. A second-generation ELINT system, first 
launched in 1967, is a no:ue~:overable satellite 
designed specifically for electronic reconnaissance. 
Some 25 of these spacecraft have been launched, 
and the Soviets maintain an active network of four 
to six of them simultaneously 



oviets appear use 
tect and approximate mov"'ments of foreign ships, 
in particular US aircraft carrie~ in transit A11 
estimate of a ship's movements can be m:~de aft<>r 
many satellite passes have occurred and the ELINT 
data has been analyzed. By prol-iding the appro;<i· 
mate location of ships, this satellite system provid~ 
some support to Soviet ocean surveillance capa
bilities. There is evidence that rhip position data 
from these satellites is oo:-related with data from 
other more conventional ocean reconnaissance 
.c;ources. 

32.. Beginning in late l9i0, the St>vieb launched 
an advanced ELINT system-a non-recoverable 
sateLHte designed specifically for electronic ream
nilissance. Eight of tMse third-generation satellites 
have been orbited, and the Soviets recently estab-
1 ished a network of three active spacecraft. 

34. The third-~eneration satellites are used for 
electronic order-of-battle reconnaissance and, in 
selected cases, to augment the second·g<>neration 
satellites' collection surface ships. 

35. In late 1974, tl1e Soviets launched the first 
satellite in what we suspect is a development pro. 
gram of a new ell'ctronic reconnaissance satellite. 
Only two lAunches have occurred so far. The first 
satellite was placed into an orbit abo•Jt 240 nm 
hi and had a mission duration of about six WC<'ks. 

36. Soviet ELINT satellites appeAr to be wed 
primarily for operational support rather than tech
nicaJ analysis. 

~ ~ d~-~~~ 

operational s-o.Jpport for military forces. 
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31. The Soviets will liJcely use their second- and 
third-generation ELINT satellites for several more 
yean. They may make additional improvements 
in them, such as expanded frequency coverage to 
include emitters not within the frequency band 
of current satellites. They may also add capability 
to measure radar parameters for •fingerprinting'" 
sufficient to allow the Soviets to dilfereutiate one 
radar from another In the same class. 

Radar Ocean Reconnaissance 

38. A flight test program for a Soviet radar ocean 
reconnaissance satellite was under way in 1!:167. 
Tht' obiective appears to have been the develop
ment of a !pacebome, active radar system for de
tc ction of large surface ships. Fourteen launches 
have attu.rred in thU program and the last seven. 
beginning in late 1972, have carried the radar 
sensor. These satellites use an orbit about 140 nm 
high and observe a narrow area of the ocean. 
about 250 run wide. The satellite can detect med
ium-sized and some small ships-such as cruisers 
and destroyers--tu.der favorable sea conditions, 
and probably can detect lar~~:e ships--such as air
craft carriers--even under adverse sea condition~. 

:19. In mid-1974, the Soviets launched two radar 
ocean reconnaissance satellites into coplanar (lrbits, 
indicating one possible pattern for operational de
ployment. With two satellites in that orbital ar
rangement, portions of the ocean at middle latitudes 
ron be covered daily, and overlapping covera~e 
can be obtained several times a day at hi~h lati
tudes. SuC'h a deployment does not provide enough 
coverage by itself for monitoring worldwide ship 
deployment. It d~ offer, however, a limited capa
bility to detennine some ship locations and to cor
relate suet> data v.;th that obtained by other means 
of intt>lligence collection. 

avy 
the primary operational interest in data collected 

by the satellite syskm. The satellitt"S are used to 
collect data over parts of the ocean where the 
Navy is operating, in what appc-ar to be efforts 
coordinated with the Navy. 

41. In addition to providing data to .Moscow, 
tl1e radar ~tellites transmit locations of surface 
ships directly to naval units, and perhaps to air 
units. The Navy, and even Long Ran~e Aviation, 
would be interest<.-d in receiving such data to sup
port other reconnaissance missions and the target
ing of antiship weapons, such as the SS-N-3 or the 
SS-NX-12. We doubt, however, that the Soviets 
would commit antiship weapons solely on the basis 
of data from their radar ocean reconnaissance satel· 
lites, since the data are not adequate for target 
identification. Data from a radar satellite pre
sumably would be collated with other infonnation 
for targeting antiship weapons. 

~ We expect the Soviets will develop an im
proved radar ocean reconnaissance satellite some
time within the next tve years. The improve
ments more than likely will include the radar. 
We also might see a more extensive network of the 
current type of satellites, especially if th•:1r low-alti
tude lifetime can be extended significantly beyond 
the 70 days seen so far. The Soviets place great 
emphasis on the US naval threat, particularly the 
carrier tasJc forces, and attach ccnliiderable import
fL.'"lce to detecting, tracking, and targeting such 
forces. A more capable radar satellite would contrib
ute significantly to this objective. Development of 
an improved system .1ppears to be possible with cur
rent Soviet technology in space and radar systems, 
and ruuld be accomplished by the late 1970s. 

Surveillance by High-Altitude Satellites 
43. Of the several types of satellites which the 

_ Soviets have in high-altitude orbits, most are used 
for communications relay. 

not 
a space system to missile launches op-

erational today, but we expect such a system to be 
In use in 1985. The flight test program for such a 
system appean to be under way now. 

44. In late 1972 the Soviets began flight testing 
satellites that eventually may lead to a h: gh-altitude 

. ~/ 
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strategic surveiltance system. The first four satel
lites w~e l:sunched fn highly elliptical orbits that 
reach an &Ititude of 20,000 nm over the middle 
latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. The latest 
one is in a geostationary orbit drifting westward 
towards Africa. 

we not 
these satellites, the more likely possibilities 

nre the dP.tection of missile launches and nuclear 
detonations ancl/or meteorological and atmospheric 
research. 

45. The Soviets are capable of developing and 
deploying a spacebome early warning system, con· 
sisting of several satellites in high-altitude orbits 
to provide nearly complete coverage of US ICBM 
launch areas. We think the Soviets have sufficient 
interest in such a space system. and we mow they 
have experimented with appropriate equipment. In 
addition to possible testing of launch detection 
sensors on high-altitude satellites, we believe the 
Soviets have tested such sensors on board their 
manned Saiyut spacecraft. By 1985 the Soviets are 
lilrcly to deve=op :1 missile-launch early wamin~~t 
~atellite, using infrared sensors for detection durirg 
thf" boost phase. 

46. To provide worldwide, real-time data essen
tial to a comprehensive early waminJt system, the 
Soviets would require some type of data relay 
capability. This most likely would ~ achieved 
through an additional ground station in the Soviet 
Far EAst, although a satellite-~satellite relay capa
bility is conceivable. The Soviets might choose to 
deploy an early warning satellite system to cover 
tbose close-in SLBM launch areas near Europe as 
an initial step before they have the data relay 
systrm. In any case, a spacebome early waminl( 
system would provide as much as 15 minutes more 
wnmin, than Soviet early warning radars. A spn~ 
home early warning system would provide only 
about five minutes more warning than an over
the-horizon detection :>J:.u;u•, 

Photographic-Geophysical Satellites 

47. A series of satellites launched during the 
past thref' years apparently collects basic mapping 
and geophysiutl data having military/intdligence 
value. The satellites operate in orbits about 120 nm 
high and carry a low-resolution camera that pro
vides extensive coverage of land areas and 
ice fields. 

tion, 
JJ\l'PP'•er tracking that may be monitored at 

many overt and covert Soviet satellite tracking 
stations around the world. Tracking from an ex· 
tensive network of stations pennits accurate deter· 
mination of the satellite's orbital characteristics, 
which in tum allows coordinate positioning on the 
imagery for compiling charts. 

Dependence and Degradation 

48. It is, of course, recognizro that intelligence 
infonnation, for whntcver purposes and for what
ever uses, is collected by a variety of Soviet re
source3. In addition to space ~nnaissance sys
tems, support for basic intelligence activities is 
provided by public infonnation, human sources, 
and non-satelli~ SIGINT of several types, as well 
as air and naval rea>nnaissance. In most cases, 
non-space resources provide more voluminous 
amounts uf data. And sometimes non-space col
lected data have a greater impact or are more 
timely-especially for intenncdiate and low-level 
commands. We are confident, however, that the 
Soviets use satellites for intelligence collection be
cause they are a Soviet-controlled, independent. 
and reliable way of corroborating infonnation 
gained from other sources. Moreover, by their 
nature, space systems are capable of providing 
lntdligence collection on a global bn.~is, particularly 
against rm1ote or denied targets. ()I equaJ impor· 
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tance, such satellites can help verify that certain 
unreported events h3ve not In fact occurred. 

49. In general, the tasks perfonned with data 
from Soviet intelligence \.'Ollection satellites chan~e 
with the escalation from peacetime to crisis, as well 
as with a traruition from crisis to conflict. fhe 
emphasis on tl.~ tasks changes too. In peacetime, 
for example, Soviet photographic reconnaissance 
satellites collect data that assist ln the detailed 
anal~is of foreign weapons systems. In crisis or in 
conflict, such a task is of lesser importance. Simi· 
larlv, Soviet electronic reconnaissance satellites col
lect ciata from the radars of US surface ships. In 
periods of crisis for the Soviets, or when their 
interest in US ships is raised, the Soviets increase 
and concentrate their ELINT satellite collection 
and they retrieve the data more frequently-for 
example, twice a day instead of or.ce. 

50. Just as the Soviets change the usc of thf'Se 
space systems, they also change their use of other 
sources of data. The Soviets' SIGINT collection, 
their air and naval reconnaissance, and their human 
reporting are all upgraded during crisis or conflict 
periods. This occurs because of the need for more 
specific infonnation more quicldy. The up~ding 
also occurs to make these non-space SO'-lfces more 
effective, since the.: targets being collected against 
will undertake steps to deny (or at least control the 
'Ullount of} data available to the Soviets. 

51. Considering all of these factors-the diverse 
space systems, the variety of tasks they SUi'IJ?Ort. 
the alternative sources and the changes in data 
needs and uses which occur under different condi· 
tions--we judge that the USSR's dependence on 
these spacecrnft ranges from low to high (see 
Table 5). Highest dependence i.~ on photographic 
reconnaissance systems during peacetime. 

.32. In a peacetime environment. Soviet space 
collection systems primarily support the activities 
of basic intelligence and warning and the verifica· 
tion process for iut<.'rnational agreements. As an 
example, support for verifying the compliance of 
the US and other nations with international agree
ments-such as for strategic arms limitation, mutual 
force reductions, and nuclear nonproliferation
also is provided by open source material, human· 
reporting. SIGINT, and (in some limited circum
stances) air reconnaissance. Satellite photographic 
reconraissance of US ICt~t and AB~t facilities, 
however, undoubtedly is the only continuously re· 
liable method of data collection available to the 
Soviets to verify the 1972 Strategic Arms Limita
tions Agreements. Althougl1 the Soviets would re
tain some capability to ddect violations of inter
national agreements without space reconnaissanc.:: 
systt'llU. the USSR probably is more reliant on these 
systems for this function than for any other. 

Table 5 

Estimated Soriet Dependence I Degradation: Iatelligence Collection Systems 
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SatrDite.- ~lslile lAu~~eb De
t~tioft. 
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1975 

I liM 
1975 
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1975 
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1975 
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53. In a crisis or conflict emironment, space re
connaissance systems primarily support threat anal
ysis-identifying and locating enemy forces and 
assessing their readiness. Photographic reconnais
sance satellites become somewhat less important 
for this activity than they were for verifying inter· 
national ajp"eement:s. In contra:.t. although the So
viet! upgrade their other sources of data. depend· 
ence on their electronic and radar reconnaissance 
!pacecra!t rises becatue the alternate collection 
methods are expected •o be less effective. Delays of 
one to five days in receivi11g photographic data 
reduce the effectiveness of this support today-a 
limitation that could be ~ally significant during 
a conflict. In contrast, delays in receiving ELINT 
<'ata can be only a few houn, and data from radar 
ocean reconnai!sance satellites can be transmitted 
to usen in real time. 

54. Between now and 1985 we expect that the 
improvements in existing intelligence coJiection sys· 
terns will result in greater dependence. The!oe im· 
provements are likely to embody broader area cov
erage, more frequent covC'l'age of any given area, 
more precise data, and faster recovery of the in· 
fonnation. In addition, becawe non-space altEma· 
fives are likely to be less able than now to match 
the perfonnance of improved space systems. the 
Soviet! are more likely to view data from intelli· 
gence collectilln satellites-as well as the uses of 
such data-as essential. 

55. We judge that the USSR would experience 
degradation in capnbiJltfes today ran~ng from 
slight to severe if intelligence collection spacecraft 
were not available. Degradation would be sharpest 
for the photographic reconnaissar.ce systems. In 
1985, we expect that the degradation the Sovieb 
would experi<'nce would be greater than for today 
for all of these systems ~cept for that of the pho
tographic-geophysical satellites. 

C. Communicotions Relay S~tems 

56. During the past tve yean the Soviet! ha .. -e 
g.-eady expanded their we of satellite systems to 
relay communications. Not only are new systems 
emerging for this purpose. but the olcier ones IU'e 

being used~ new wnys .• reaJ-timel I 
- techniques are now used by Soviet 

satellites. The real-time satellites are publicly an· 
nounced as relay systems and given names in the 
Molniya series. Three types ( ~folniya 1, Molniya 2. 
and the new Molniy.& 3) ~ in high-altitude, 12-
hour orbit!, and a fourth tvpe ( Molniya 1-S) is in 

gec-sbl~tionaJ"f arLit. 

Molniy" 1 

57. Molniya ls n:c the oldest of ~<! real-time 
relay satellites, first launched in early 1965. Mol· 
niya 1 satellites use a higft.altih1de orbit. and the 
spacecraft is visible to the USSR for nearly ten 
hours at a ~tretch. Molnira Is have become a major 
national communications relay systerT' Each ~fol
niya 1 has a limited relay capability-for ~ample, 
a two-way carrier capable of 60 telephone channels, 
or a single television channel. This limited capacity 
requires the USSR to have a large number of activl" 
satdlites. At present there arc at least eight avail
able for use. 



Mol.,iya 2 

63. The Soviets began to launch satellites in the 
Molniya 2 series in late 1971. :,folniya 2 rt"prescnts 
a potential tenfold increase in relay capacity over 
~folniya 1, but so far has s!Jown only about twice 
the capacity. These satellites use orbits identic?! 
to ~folniya b. Typically, only four Molniya 2s 
appear to be ac.tive. The Soviets are continuing to 
launch both \folniya 1s and 2s, suggesting that 
both will be in ll'·; for several more years. 

64. In the last three years the Soviets have shifted 
the bulk of their communications for non-military/ 
intelligence purposes to ~!olniya 2 spacccrnft The 
data routinely relayed now on M!'lniya 2s are tele
vision and 60-channcl, common-carrier communica· 
tions. Use of these satellites extends 10~t> the Inter· 
sputnik system (the Soviet-sponsorro counterpart 
to Intcl!nt ), with operational ground stations in 
Cuba. Poland, Czechoslovakia. and Mongolia. 

Molniya 3 

65. In late 1974, th<' Soviets launched the first of a 
new type of Molniya satellite--~lolniya 3. Only one 
other has been launched so far. These satellites 
use an orbit similar to the other two types of Mol
niya. Although we are not yet sure, they appear 
to have double the relay capacity of the Molniya 2. 
We have net seen Molniya J spacc-~mft used opera
tionalJy, although the Soviets indicated they will 
be wed for the US-Soviet HotJine. 



Molniya l.S 

66. There are ilio two spacecraft in the Soviet 
geostationary conrnunications satellite program, 
both launched in 1Ji4. The first was an eng:neer· 
ing test of the booster and satellite propulsion units. 
The second satellite, named Molniya 1-S, wa~ posi· 
tioned over the Indian Ocean. It uses relay equip
ment similar to that of Molnlya 1 payload~. and 
has been used for what probably are a limited 
series of military·relat~ communications ex-peri-

Future 08'/elopments 

tn. Between now and 1985 we expect that the 
Soviets will introduce fol1ow-on, real-time t'>m

munications satellites with improved capabilities. 
These improvements will include techno!~ ad
vances., such a.s :t larger corr.munications capacity 
and more powerful relay signals. This should make 
use of these systt..'fllS more convenient and, in the 
military arena. more available to lower echelons 
than is L1e case today. The-e new users may em
ploy small, fairly mobile equipment. We are 
likely to see the Soviets install equipment for the 
we of communications satellites into a vari<'ty 
of mobil,. weapons systems--such as surface ships 
.-nd aircraft. Moreover, by the early 1980s we 
expect that geostationary relay sntE'IIites will be 
phased into operation and will carry the bulk of 
military communications to ground stations in the 
more remote areas of the USSR. 

68. We expect operational use by 1985 of a com
munications relay spacecraft that can support the 
relay of data from Soviet intelligence collections 
systems, either through satellite-to-satellite relay 
or through an intermediate grwnd station. We 
think the Soviets would denve considernble bene
fit from a satellite ~em that ccnd!lcts satellite
to-satellite data •-elay·. This couJd allow t~ Soviets 
to relay data from reconnaissance, early warning. 
or ocean surveillance satellites to the USSR or to 
military forces the Soviet Union in real 

viets might be able to and ~tart testing 
such a spacecraft In the late 197r~ or early 1980s. 

69. The key element in our assessment of So
viet dependence on communicatio.lS Slltcllites is the 
growth in users. Uses oi Molniya sate1iites for 
military/intelligence purposes are expected to en
large partly with the introduction of many more 
terminals at lower echelons of command. Also, be
tween now and 198.5 we project the availability of 
a multi-user MolnJya which will permit direct, two-

traffic with mobile usen 

70. & a result, by 198.5 the USSR will be using 
communications relay satellites much more widely 
than today, for both military/intelligence and civil
ian purposes. This will especially be the case in the 
Central Asian, Siberian, and Far F.a.stem areas of 
the USSR and for communications with naval units 
at sea. 

71. w~ judge the USSR's dependence on all of 
the Molniya spacecr..!'t today to be low during 
peacetime, crises, or conflicts (see Table 6). The 
fum.-tions and uses of these satellites-to provide 
reliable, re:at1vely high-capacity mer. · of commu· 
nications to the Soviet government and military 
commands--also are performed extensively (but 

) by individual 

of communications probably could fulfill basic 
Soviet military/intelligence requirements in peace
time. crises, or conflicts. The Soviets apparently 
have stdequate redundant mean! of communications 
so that the Joss of any one, while causing consider
able initial confusion and delay, would not seriously 
damage their capability to conuuct ess~tial affairs 
of state or to prepare for and conduct military 
o~tions. 



Table 6 

Estimated So•iet DependeDct/ Dtgradation: Communications Satellites 

PNt't"time Crt~b Conflict 

:'tfolniya....... . . . . 1975 Low/Siiglcl Low/Siigltl Low1 Shgltt 

1985 :\I oderat~i .II codmal' :\fod~rate/ M IICI'nut~ \lodl'f'ale/.\/odrral~ 

1985 Low/Slight 

i2. By 1985 the expected satellite developments 
and growth in usage wil! lead to increased .:Jepend
ence of military users on space communications. 
This will be the c:ue especially if automated data 
support systellU for command and control-which 
require co'lSiderable channel capacity-are put into 
use as we anticipate. At the same time, hc"'Jevcr, 
the Soviets now have a policy to maintain };ey 
military communications redundantly so that criti· 
cal command and control nets can be f('C()'lstituted 
in ca5e any one means were lost. The Soviets will 
probably be unable, however, to maintain redun· 
dant ground-based systems with capabilities equal 
to future satellite systems. Therefore, we expect 
their dependence on Molniya communications sys· 
terns will increase to a moderate level. 

73. We judge that the USSR would suffer only 
slight degradation in military capabilities today if 
the Molniya spacecraft were not available. In 1985. 
we expect that degradation in their capabilities 
from loss of Molniya communications will rise to 
a moderate level. 



D. Naval Support Satellites (Navigation) 

83. A Soviet satellite program to provide na\iga· 
· tional support to naval entities has ~ active 
since late 1967.' There now are two generations of 

these spacecraft active in separate orbital networks 
about 550 nm high. After a long de' elopment and 
testing phase, • ._, series of first-generation satellites 
became available for use in the early 19i0s. The 
Soviets generaUy keep a network of three of these 
satellites active at one time. Second-generation sat
ellites were first launched in late 19i-!. Four have 
been orbited so far. AU are active at present, and 
appear to be undergoing test and l:·'aluation. 

The spacecraft diso have two be?cons for Doppler 
~racking. All of this infonnation, rollccted nas:~ivtelv. 
aJiows the user to determine his 

87. The naval support satellites almost certainly 
were intended to providE' navigational support f'>r 
a variety of users. Soviet ships known to be using 



these satellites for navigational support inclune 
mi.uile range instrumentation :·hips. oceanographic 
research ships (including some conducting tests of 
sensors for antisubmarine warfare), and the diesel
powered, Z..IV-dass submarines used in scientific 
expeditions. A D-class Soviet ballistic missile sub
marine used one, perhaps two, of the first-~eneration 
satellites fer :1:1vigational support durin the 1975 
Soviet naval exercise Okean. 

88. By 1~ the USSR probably will have intro
duced foUow-on satellites intended to include an 
extremely accurate navigation capability to support 
follow-on or new strategic offensive weapons, such 
as replacements projected for the SS-N-6 and the 
SS-N-8. Moreover, if the Soviets try to develop an 
air-launched ballistic missile or a stratc¢c cruise 
missile, they would probably require a precision 
navigation satellite which might be able to update 
the missile's guidance system during flight. 

89. We fudge the USSR's current dependence 
on these spacecraft for navigational support to be 
low, except in conflict situations (see Table 7). 
Dependence in conflict is judged to be moderate. 
In 1985, we expect this dependence to remain basic
ally unchanged, except that in a conflict situatitJn 
Soviet dependenct" on much-improveU naval sup
port satellites will become high and the associated 
degradation will be moderate-to-severe. 

90. Short of conflict, the navigation support func
ticn of these spac~mft more than likely can be 
replaced today, ev,•n for ballistic missile sub
marines. Other means which the SoVIets use for 
this purpose are celestial navigation (weather :md 
atmospheric conditions pemutting), bottom con· 
tour navigation, and probably the US navigation 
satellites and the US LORAN radio naY:gation 
hea.=ons. In conflict, these substitutes will nnt per· 
form the navigation support role as well :u the 
naval support satellites. They are not as convenient, 
and in some cases arc not as reliable or secure. 

E. Meteorological 

91. The Soviets orbited their :irst "Meteor" 
weather satellites in 1969 after several years of 
testing. The satellites still have ~rtain'limitations· 
for collecting wenth<'r data, including a relatively 
low orbit ( now at about 500 nm), an optical system 
with a relatively narrow field of view, and a limitt:d 
picture storage and transmission capability. This 
has required multiple satellites to provide timdy 
global coverage. The Soviets keep about eight 
weather-collection spacecraft active in orbit simul. 
tancously. Each has an instrument package con· 
sisting of several radiometers that yield data on the 
heat balance of the earth, and tdevision and infra
red scanners that provide cloud cover information 
on the earth's dayli~ht and dark portions. In 1971, 
the Soviets modified their ml'teorological satellites 
1·.- permit reaJ-~.me transmission of imagery. 

92.. In addition to normal wcather forecasting, 
the Soviets also could use the data from these 

satellites to: 

-improve weather data transmitted to ships 
and other out-of-lllH station.~; 

Table 7 

1975. • . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I..ow/Slifltl Lo•d Sliflll :\I od!!tal~l Slifllt•.lt .xlcral' 
19115................................ LowiSiiflll Low/Sligllt lllahi.'fodnV~~~ 



-optimize the targeting of photographic re<x>n· 
na.issance satdlite-5: 

-provide post-strike verification of nuclear 
weapon d .. tonations: 

- monitor ice packs a.~ floes. 

Tf this capability were linked to ground and satel
lite comm ()nication networks, th., Soviets could 
also proviJe ir.ionnation in near realtime to So
viet military units and ships on a glohal basis. 

93. Soviet o:ficials have described a future three
tier meteorological satellite program. The three 
tiers apparently are to consist of a low-altitude 
manned .space station, a medium-altitude sarellite 
(similar to the current Meteor satellite), and a 
system of geostationary satellites. We believe the 
Soviets are proceeding with this program. and 
they could have it in use by the late 19705.1 The 
low- and medium-altitude satellites could have im· 
prwed senson. e 

94. Recently the Soviets laur.ched the first of a 
new family of weather satellites named Meteor 2. 
We lc:now little about this satellite at present. but 
expect that it is an improvement over the earlier 
Meteor spacecreft. and that it ·will be part of the 
three-tier sysb.~. 

95. We ju1ge the USSR's dependence rn these 
spacecraft today to be low n:cept in conflict situa
tions, when. the dependence is assessed to be 
moderate-to-nigh (see Table 8). We expect this 
dependence to remain basicall~· unchanged. Meteor
ological spacecraft can pro\;de the Soviets data on 
weather conditi"ns around the world. particularly 
on cloud cowr. lgnoro.nce of such cond~tinn, could 
adversely affect the Soviets' air and s :a operations, 
as well as use of their own photographic recon-

• A Scmet high-altitude n~ru~ fil0Jt111m, d~ a~ 
on pc~ 13, JN.Y be relate-d to this efFort. 

TABLE 8 

Estimate-d Soviet Oependence!Deltfrlatton: 
MebeoioloJku Satellites 

Peacetime CrisJs Conflict 

19'75 . . . . Low/SIIldlt l...ow/SUpt Moderate--Hildt/ 
Moc:erate 

1985 .... r...o../Siight Law/Siiabt HIRh/Moderate 

naissauce satellites. .~dditional data on weather 
O\'~r Soviet territory and peripheral areas are pro
vided by ground senson, balloons, and aerial r<'COn· 
naissance. Moreover, during peacetime, worlrlwide 
weather data an> exchanged by the developed coun
tries. Compared to Soviet-acquired data. though, 
this information generally has reduced usefulness 
for open ocean and underdeveloped areas, and is 
not always timely. More importantly, during con
flict. when the exchange of weather data pre
sumably would be interrupted, the Soviets wouli 
be ffi'Jch more dependent on th'!ir own metPOr
ological satellites for weather data over hostile 
territory and open ocean areas. 

96. We judge that the USSR would suffer only 
slight degradation today if these spacecraft were 
not available. In conflict situations, the degradation 
rises to mllderate. We expect th\! degradatil)n to 
remain basically unchanged for the foreseeable 
future. 

F. Geode~ic 

97. Sm~: :.bout 1963, the Soviets ravt> be-en 
gathmng • limited amount of geodc.lic data. using 
mensuration teclmiques on image:y from their 
photographic reconnaissance satellites. This effort 
has been worldwide, but the emphasis hao; been 
on collecting data over the US. The Soviets have 
also sath·.red geodesy-related data throu;h the 
optical traC..::ing of Sovif't allJ non-Soviet satel
lites-in part. under intetnll-tional cooperative pro
grams. 

98. In 1962. the Soviets began launching grodetic 
satellites to improve their overall effort in grod~ 
llnd gravimetry. These spncecrnft hnve 11' any ch:u'· 
acteri.o;tics similar to the naval support satellites. 
but now are in orbits about i50 nm high. Thesl! 
orbits allow extensive tracking from the r-.Torthf'm 
Hemisphere, where S:>viet ICBM launch sites and 
nearly all ICBM targets are located. l ne orbits also 
provide several opportur.ities each day for ob- · 
servations to be made on the same revolution f:-or.1 
both the USSR and North America. 

W. Soviet geodetic spa~t have flashing lights 
that permit the Soviets to take measurements under 
rontro!led situations and without relying on ~Jar 
illumination. Light-pulse sessions and Doppler 
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beacon tran.snJsslons are programed to occur o~r 
selected areas arounrl the world wt-ere the Sovie~ 
have established optical tracking station~. Tht>Se 
optical tracldng sites are IO"ated within the Soviet 
Union. at overt Soviet stations in Antarctica. at 
overt stations located In a few countries around 
the world, covertly in official installations in many 
countries, and perhaps on certain Soviet ships. 
Llght-pu1se sessions have been correlated with ap
proximltely 30 of some 40 known or suspected 
optical tracking sites. 

100. GeodetiC' satellites probably arc intended 
to provide improved worldwide geodetic informa
tion and to improve gravimetric and geodetic 
models of the earth. The most si~ificant applica
tion of these da~ is to increase the of 
strategic baliWic missiJ~. 

101. We judge the U<;SR's overall d-.!pendence 
on thP"..e spacecraft today to be moderate in peace
time and low in crises and conflicts (see Table 9). 
By J985 this de~ence probably will not change. 
Ge-xletic !'ateilites are used to refine knowledge 
about the earth's shape :md field of gravity. Th~e 
data allow the establishment of an accurate ~eodetic 
grid of the earth's surface, and ilien.by reduce 
(.rrors in delivery of some weapons. There is no 
other way to perfonn these tasks to the necessary 
degrees of accuracy. This is a long-range, research· 
oriented effort which has some key military appli
cations, such & for missile targeting. but is not 
al ·ays time-sensitive. The support provided by 
ge. detic satellites is rumalative and much of the 
required data colla'tion and analysis almost cer
tainly h'\5 already been accomplished. Little prac
tical ~upport of this type could be provided by 
non-~ce syrtems, but practically any near-earth 
spacecraft-Soviet or US-oould be tracked to 
provide some of this support. 

TABLE 9 

ADessed ScMet Dependence~Uon: 
Ceodetic Satellill!l 

PH~me Crisis Conflict 

19'75 . . . . Moderate/Slight Low/Slight Low/SII!d'lt 
1985 . . . . Moderate/SIIaht Low/Sll!d'lt Low/Sii!dlt 

102. We judge that the USSR \.'ould suffer only 
sli!dlt de:;;...dation if these spacecraft Wffe not 
available. The impact of the satellites' absence, al
though very small at the beginning. would grow 
slowly. We believe that between now and 1985, 
as the Soviets push for improved accuracies d their 
strategic ballistic missiles, the overall impact of 
the unavailability of these satellites could rise. 

G. Calibration and Checkout 

103. The f;oviets orbit two types of satellites to 
calibrate and exercise ABM radar systc'Tls, 

s~tcel::ra.tt use range 
from about 200 to about 1,100 nm. One type of rodar 
calibration satellite has ~ used since the mid-· 
1900s. A new, more versatile type of sateliite, first. 
launched in mid-1974, also is used for radar t'alibra-

104. The calibration spacecrah pLy an importa~t 
role for the ABM ~ysterns by allowing determina
tion, and thus removal, of tra4:kirl~ 

In their radar-related operations to ac
quire and track real objects which simulate portions 
of SLBM or ICBM trajectories. 

105. 

108. We fudge the USSR to be highly dependent 
on the radar calibration spacecnft (see Table 10). 
There is no adequate substitute for this spacecraft. 
This I.JVel of dependence lor the calibration sate!- · 
lites will still exist in 1985, or as long as the Moscow 



Table 10 

Eltlmatf'd So•let Dependence/ DegradatiO'fl: 
Calibration 1 Satellite. 

Crill• Conrllrt 

ABM system nists or the R&D ABM work at Sary 
Shagan continues. 

107. We judge that the USSR would suffer only 
slight degradation if these spacecraft were not 
available. Although there is no alternative for ca1i· 
brating Soviet ABM radars without these satellites, 
we believe that the loss of these satellites would 
have only a slight effect. The overall effectiveness 
of the Moscow ABM system would deteriorate 
slightly. But we doubt that the reduction wo\Ld 
be so significant as to preclude use of the Moscow 
ABM system. This leads us to the as.sessrnent that 
the loss of these satellites would cause only slight 
degradation to their capabilities. We expect that 
degradation in 1985 would also be slighl 

108. 

H. Other New Missions ond Uses 

109. Between now and 1985 we expect the So
viets to introduce adva=ced versions of many, and 

perhaps most, of the types of satellites they now 
operate. The Soviets will likely consider certain 
new types of satellites to provid•: additional sup
port to their military an~ intelligence capabilities, 
such as a high-altitude spacecraft to collect com· 
munications intelligence (COMINT). 

110. Ti1e Soviets could be investigating the use 
of space-based weapons using lasers. The ,,;onceiv
ahle uses of such weapons include satellite nega· 
tion, destruction of high-altitude bombers or com
mand posts. or ballistic missile defense. The Soviets 
could develop a space-based. laser antisatellite 
system by the mid-1980s. The c,~er conceivable 
uses of space-based laser weapons would present 
extremely difficult technical problems. We consider 
it very unlikely that the Soviets could solve those 
problems and de O'elop a usable satellite by 1985. 

111. 

113. Other space systems the Soviets may be 
researching to support military and intelligence op-
erations include those for: -

-detection and tracking of submarines; and 

-detection and tracking of large aircraft, such 
as bombers and airborne command posts. 

We consider it highly unlikely that, by 1985, the 
Soviets will have space systems in being to per· 
fonn these functions because of the extreme tech
nical difficulties ln\'olved. 



Ill. SOVIET SPACE SYSTEM DEFENSES 

A. Awareness 
116. The USSR almost certainly is aware of all 

the more fundamental ways to provide a defense 
for, or protect, its space systems. And we suspect 

that the USSR's interest in ddending its own space 
systems, as well as in tht> rt>S~h to be able 
to do so., has stemmed nt least in part from Sovict 
per«'ption of US antisatellite research and devel· 
opment activities. 

117. The Sovi~ts have indicated their aware
ness of some of the older US development pro
grams for an antisatellite capabili~ 
-The Soviets pro'Jably are a~~ 
docs not presently have a dedicated, operational 
satellite intercept system. They may believe or be 
concerned. however, that the US will have a dedi· 
cated capability to interfere with Soviet space sys· 
terns ~ the next five to ten years. They may credit 
the Spartan ABM missiles at Grand Forlcs, North 
Dakota, with a potential capability to intercept 
some Soviet satellites now. Thus, the Soviets a). 
most certa!nly have had suffiett •• t stimulus to sup
port research into the entire spectrwn of defensive 
tech.'liques for satellitts. 

118. The Soviets already have done research into 

clear indicator C>f Soviet interest in antisatellite 
countermensures is an unclassified 19il publication 
which discusses sophisticated concepts for anti· 
satellite systems. The report includes postulated 
future US orbital intercept systems for the des·. 
truction of satellites, a.~ well as their neutralization 
(through optical blinding, jamming of up-and-down 
links. etc.). This publication also discusses explicitly 
the now-defunct US 505, 437 and 922 direct-ascent 
antisatellite programs." Also mentio11ed are the 
countenneasures aV'\ilnble to a target to prevent 
acquisition, such as man uvering. deployment of 
decoys, and interfe1e11re with a radar sensor through 
electronic countennensures. It can be inferred from 
the discussion of various postulate;.\ attaeb by US 
satellites on Soviet spacecraft that detailed tbl'Ught 



bas been given to a variety of defensf,·e counter· 
measures for satellites coming under attack. 

119. The Soviets must a1.sn have investigated the 
vulnerabilities of spacea-aft during the development 
and testing of their own orbital satellite interceptor. 
This research andoubtedly made the Soviets aware 
of the ways that ruch ' ·:Jnerabilities can be re
duced or overcome, 

B. Capabilities 

120. Despite the foregoing. we are not aware 
that the USSR has had, or now has, any on-going 
programs specifically intended to provide defenses 
for its spacecraft. Over the last ten years. however, 
we have seen the Soviets introduO'" :: number of 
spacecraft having characteristics th~o~ provide at 
least some inherent protection. But we do not know 
whether they have any significant overall capability 
to defend. their sateUites beyo'f'd their inherent 
designs. Moreover, we are not able to define the 
specific situations against which the Soviets antici· 
pate the need to use, or rely upon, any defensive 
or pr.:>tecti~ capabilities their space systems mi~ht 
actually possess. 

Existing Features 

in the technical design of the spacecraft or were 
deliberately incorporated, although it is not dear 
that the purpose was protection. These features are 
presented below in what we assess to be their 
degree of protection for the Soviets. 

- Secu"ty of command. telem.etry or mi#ion 
data linb, which is achieved either by the 
encryption of the command link to the satel· 
lite. the telemetry, or mission data links from 
it, or the use of ~ stations so located 
as to make the exploitation of such dl'ta dif
ficult. Such slq)s reduce or deny access to 
the satellite's housekeeping data. which con
tain the status of rubsystems, ruch as ~tttitude 
control and propulsion. Encryption of com· 
m~tnd links prevents electronic ·capture• of 

the satellite, as well as ·spoofing.· i.e., giving 
it false command. 

- Bulkv and thklc-&kinned construction nro·vta· 
ing protection for the satellite against radia· 
tion and debris of a nuclear detonation, the 
peiJets of a non-nuclear warhead, or laser 
radiation. The USSR has a different approach 
to space systems design from that of the US. 
For various technological reasons, the Soviet 
Union has produced bulky, thick-skinned 
spaceaalt which are relatively unsophisti· 

2j/ 
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cated. They are sealed and pressurized with 
a controlled internal environment. In contrast, 
the US generally develops thin-skinned, rela· 
tively sophisticated, and vacuum-certified 
spacecraft. Although it may be inadvertent, 
Soviet design preferences result in a degree 
of protection that the US systems do not have, 
particularly against thermal and laser radia· 
tion, and electromagnetic pulse. ~ost Soviet 
photographic reconnaissance satellites are also 
thermally and mechanically "hardened· for 
reentry. This technical design feature more 
than likely provides these satellltes with a 
further degree of protection. 

- M aneuoerability is the capability to change 
the orbit of the satellite by the use of a propul
sion subsystem. This capability can be used to 
make corrections for lile drag effects of the 
abnosphere, to remove the satellite from orbit. 
or to evade IUl interceptor. Changing a satel
lite's orbit makes tracking of the spacecraft 
more difficult, which in tum makes it more 
difficult to predict where the satellite will 
be and thus to interrept it. Maneuven are 
not likely to be effectiVE" against el~ronic 
interferer.ce. A number of types of Soviet 
spacecraft with military or intelligence sig
nificance bwe a maneuvering capability. 

ma
neuvering c:lp!lbility ;,, nrdn tn pt>rform their 
missions better, and not for defen~ve purposes 
as .such. 

-Multiple JateUiter, providing a capability for 
having a large number of satellites either in 
orbit, or on the ground available for launch. 
In tcnns of redundancy and sheer numbers, 
some types of Soviet satellite systMns have 
this measure of indirect defense. This is par· 
ticularly true of communications relay and 
photographic reconnaissance systems. For a 
variety of technical and geographic reasons, 
the USSR keeps about 40 communications 
satellites active in orbit, including nearly 15 

keeping older spacecraft in a dormant con· 
dition-in effect, maintaining silent spares. 
Moreover, the USSR uses about 30 photo
graphic reconnaissance satellites each yt'ar. 
There is one such spacecraft in orbit nearly 
all of the time, and there regularly are short 
periods of one or two days when two or three 
satellites are in orbit at once. The USSR has 
demonstrated several times its capability to 
launch a series of photographic reconnaissance 
satellites, have them cover selected areas, and 
recover the data so as to maintain a flow of 
in~elligence data. As a consequence, were a 
single Soviet photographic reconnaissance sat
ellite to become unavailable, the impact almost 
.surely would be slight. As a consequence, even .· 
though we earlit'f demonstrated th:1t the USSR 
now has varying degrees of dependence on a 
number of military or intelligence space sys· 
tems, the unavailability of an:· one satellite 
almost surely would be itaconsequentiaL 

Potential Features 

1~ In addition to the foregoing inherent fea· 
tures, the Soviets could build into tht'ir space 
systems the following defensive capabilities, pre
sented in what we judge to be the decreasing order 
of difficulty for the Sovie~: • , 

- Countenzttaclc capalnlity, i.e.. PfO'"iding the 
satellite with a sel£-<lefensc capability to darn
age or destroy an inte~etptor, such as through 
the employment of an on-board laser. 

- Electronic countermetUUres which provide a 
capability to interfere with any radar tracking 
of the satellite, either by an interceptor or as 
part of a ground-based system. 

-The use of chaff which provides the satellite 
with thP. capability to create discrete ·puffs, • 
or what amount to multiple false targets. 

- Providing the satellite with the capabUity to 
deploy deccnp that simulate its radar and/ or 
optical characteristics. 

--~ Trr-



- Modlfictrtloru In radar ngnature by C'banging 
the radar ('TOSS-section of the satellite to dis
guise its size and shape, or to make the 
satelUte easier to decoy through the employ
ment of jnflatable pi'Otru$ions and radar ab
sorbent material. 

- Providing the satellite with electronic protec
tlon against electronic interference, such as 
through the use of anti-jamming features. 

Deterrence 

123. We de not know to what extent the Soviets 
rely upon deterrence as a defense for their own 
satellites. Deterrence, i.e., the threat of retaliation, 
depends, in part, on the existence of their non
nuclear capability to attack satellites in orbit or to 
attack the ground-based systems that support facil
ities, such as control sites or communications links. 
The Soviets know that the US is aware of Soviet 
capabilities to intercept satellites. and they prob
ably are confident that the US does not presently 
have an operational satellite interceptor. Thus. the 
USSR might conclude that its orbital interceptor 
does, in fact, presently serve as a deterrent. 

124. In any case, the USSR has two operational 
weapons systems u capable of intercepting and 
destroying satellites: 

-The orbital satellite interceptor known to bP
capable of non-nuclear attack against satel
lites in orbits of up to 550 nm altitude, and 
probably up to 2,500 nm altitude. (Both situa
tions include the current booster. With a large 
bo-.~er the inten:eptor could be used to attack 
geostationary satellites.) 

-The Galosh missiles in the Moscow ABM sys
tem. These are capable of nuclear intercepts 
at altitudes up to about 500 nm. 

The two systems provide the USSR with an ability 
to respond. almost immediately in some cases. to 
any US interference with Soviet space systems. 

Although these capabilities may not have been 
intended to perform a deterrent role, they, in 
effect, do so by requiring a would be attacker 
of Soviet space systems to seriously consider them 
in its calculations. 

liS. The USSR may have plans-and conC'Civ
ably may have a capability-to interfere with US 
space systems by focusing on the ground-based 
elements which are located outside the US. Such 
interference could be directed at command and 
control sites or communications links, and mi~ht 
take the form of direct attack. sabotage, attacks 
by local populations, or political prC'S.'iure on the 
host government to reduce or close the sites. If 
the Soviets had any such capability, they would 
be likely to try to exploit it when necessary. And, 
thus, any such interference capability could have 
a deterrent effect once the US became aware of it. 

C. Outlook 
126. We do not know what paths the USSR will 

follow in providing dedicated defenses for its own 
sate!lites or, in fact. if the Sovi<.>ts will do anything 
more than they have done so far. We know that tl1cy 
are aware of US interest in the subject. and un
doubtedly they will continue to follow US devel
opments. The Soviets can expand the use of e"tist
ing. in~erent protective features, or introduce some 
of the additional ways of defending satellites if they 
wnnt to. We believe that the Soviets would almost 
certainly do so if tht>y saw the US embark on the 
development and deployment of a satellite intercept 
capability. 

IV. PROSPECTS FOR SOVIET INTERFERENCE 
WITH US SPACE SYSTEMS 

A. RetTospect 
121. Soviet attitudes about the uses of space end 

space reconnaissance systems have undergone some 
changes during the last 15 years. Initially, the USSR 
maintained that reconnaissance from space was 
merely another form of espionage and, as such, wa.• 
illegal. By about 1964, however, when the Soviets 
hnd achieved a significant satellite reconnaissance 
capability of their own, their attitu<'f' began to 
change. For example, during the negotiations which 
led to the 1967 treaty governing the peaceful uses 
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of outer 'ql&ce,12 the Soviets avoided raisin~ satellite 
reconnaissance ns an issue. This was the first con· 
crete sign that they had come to accept spacc-ba..~ed 
reconnaissance as an important and n{"('f'S~ary nn· 
tional function. It is now enshrined in acceptance" 
by t~1e Soviets of "national technical means" of veri· 
fication-whlch includes space-based reconnais· 
sancc systems. These means are a fundanwntal ele-
ment of the A&M Treaty 1 ~ and the lnterin1 Agree
ment on Offensive Missiles, and will be included 
In nny subsequent strategic arms limitations (SAL) 
accords. The Soviet! probably do not re~ard US 
non-reconnllisssmce, miJitary support satellites as 
"national technical means" of verification protech.'d 
by the provisions of these 1greements. 

128. The Soviets have e:ocpressed concern pub
licly about direct-broadcast satellites, particularly 
those that the US might use. Although th<> USSR 
has the capability to build ~uch :oatdlite5 of its own 
(it indicated recently its intent to ('Stablish a similar 
domestic system--the Stationar-T), wr think it 
rt'ali.zed long ago that it is quite vulne!llble to the 
internal political impact of these satellitt-s. These 
spacecraft can transmit television or radio prownms 
directly to listrners without routing through a 
ground station. -:'t.'"" Soviets have focused on thl' 
potential of these satellites to relay what they call 
"offmsive or illegal" information to listeners in.~ide 
the USSR. The USSR has stated before the UN 
that it reserves the right to take action a~ainst 
such satellites. While It has tone-d down suh.~('{{U«'nt 
statement'! of thi!l issue siucc 1972. the USSR"!I po!ll· 
tlon has not changed significantly. 

B. Thf! Present Situation and Prospects for the 
Near Term 

129. Present Soviet attitudes townrd noninterf«>r· 
ence \vith US space systems resuit from nn ar •. nlgam 
of political and othe• facton. In ndditlon to the 

12 'The 1967 tmaty ~ the ·~ activitft of 
nations In the eJ:ploratlon •nd u.~ ol outrT JPIIt"'!, indudinll 
the moon and other ce~lal bodies. It cJoe, not addlft'l 
exp)lcity the ISSUe of noninte-rference with space systm!S. 

ts Paragraphs 1 and 2, Article XII of the APM Trftlty. 
provide that: ""Each Party undertakes not to intnf~ with 
the national technical mt'a1ll of verification of the othfor 
Party ~tinJE In accordance witfl ••• a mannn cml!lls~nt 
with ~lly nocotrntzrd prlncip~ of International law." 

ovem.ll dependence of the Soviets on sp3ce sys· 
terns, they inc:ude deknte nnd the CS-Soviet politi· 
cal and military relationship, the rdated matter 
of obligations under the SAL agreements, tl1e essen• 
tially unprotected nature of Soviet space systems, 
the Soviet as.,es.,m£'nt of tht- ),-vt-1 of US dt•pendrnce 
on its ~pace systems, and Soviets' view of the US 
ability nnd will to respond to any interference on 
their part. Each of the factors is dynamic and would 
acquire different significance ov~r time. The net 
effect to date of nil of them, how('Vt-r, is de facto, 
a:1d mutual, nonlnterft•rence. 

130. l11e most Important political factor at pres· 
ent is the impact that interference would have 
on Soviet-US rletente. The Soviets probably reckon 
that detente would not survive nn ati.1ck on a US 
spacecraft. and it might not ('VCn survive US detec
tion of sporadic. covert electronic or laser inter- . 
(('fence with its space system~. ~fort>Ovcr, the VSSR 
undoul,tedly recognizes that physical interference · 
with US intelligence collection ~att-llitcs would be 
inconsistrnt with its oblig.&tion~ under the SAL 
agret"ments. It probahlt understands that any di
.rect attempt to prevent the US from u~ing its , J;laCt. 

systems to gather intelligt-nce on Soviet strategic 
p~rams would constitute so seriou.'l a violation of 
these agreements that it could only be ju~tified 
by an t'ffort to disrupt tht' established US-Soviet 
political and military relationship. l11e USSR prob
ably realius that such action would be so inter
preted by tht' US. 

131. Perhn~ the most Important of the other 
factors is the USSR's ov£'rall dependence on space 
systems in general, and ~pace reconnaissance sys
tems in particular. As shown earli«>r in this paper, 
the USSR is dt>eply committed to the use of space 
systems, particularly for intelligence collection. l11is 
commitment. illustrated by the numbt-r of launches 
annually, grew to about its currt'nt level in the 
mid· to late 1960!, and has lx-en rising more slowly 
in the 1970s. Given their dependence on th~ 
systems now and what will be greater dependl"ncc 
on the:oc and other systems in the future, the Soviet:!! 
wiJI be reluctant to undertake any actions that could 
jeopardize them. 

132. The generally unprotected nature of the 
USSR's own space systmls is a factor that probably 



also weighs against Soviet interference. Moscow 
surely takes into llCCOUnt the pos!ibility of a severe 
US reaction to a Soviet attack on US space systems. 
or to some lesser fonn of Soviet interference. The 
Soviets presumably would expect the US response 
to include something other than a physical attack 
on Soviet satellites, however, since they know the 
US does not now have a specific and dedicated 
capability for this purpose. 

133. Another factor is the Soviet assessment of 
the level of US dependence on its space systems. 
The Soviets undoubtedly pe"'Celve that the US relies 
upon Its space systems extensively for a variety 
of military and intelligence tasks. And the Soviets 
may be aware that substitutes for space systems 
do not exist in some cases. 

134. Despite these considerations, we believe 
there is still some smaJI chance that the USSR 
might engage in activity that could ::ppear to the 
US as interference. It is conceivable th1t a Soviet 
laser tracking device while tracking a Soviet spnct'
craft might shine inadvertently on a US satellite. 
Moreover, il the Soviets were to test a ground· 
based imaging radar against satelli!es. fncludin~ 
US vehicles. the energy from such a system might 
affect US spaceaaft and appear to be interference. 

135. We cannot ~ti.rely exclude the very small 
chance that for all space systems-even those p~ 
tected by formal agreemf'nts-the Soviets would 
conduct activities that are truly acts of interference. 
Such activities undoubtedly would be conducted in 
great secrecy. We are not certain we always would 
recognize such acts if they were done on a very 
limited basis, but we believe we would recognize 
such acts if they numbered more than a few. 

Crisis or Conflid 

136. The USSR's position In a criris or conflict 
will be influenced by some of the same factors that 
are relevant in peacetime. Their net effect prolnbly 
would be that the SoViets would refrain from 
lnterferWg with US space systems tmtil such time 
as the USSR perceived its vital interests to be at 
stake. Specifically, US space systems likely would 
remain immune to Soviet interference until suc:b 
time as the Soviets believed that their military 
actions would be compromised by US space recon-

naissance systems, or the Soviet military position 
was judged to be undercut by US satellites directly 
supporting US weapon systems. Below this thresh· 
old, US military or intelligence satellites almost 
certainly would be safe until the Soviets believed 
the US had taken prior action against Soviet space 
systems. 

137. There is a small possibility that the Soviets 
might use interference with a US or NATO space 
system in a crisis situation as a test of US resolve. 
M such, it could be a positive, though not decisive, 
step in the escalation toward conflict with the US. 
If the Soviets took such a step, they might do so 
first on a satellite not '>wned by the US. The po
tential danger for the Soviets is that the US might 
not recognize the interference immediately and, 
thus, US inaction might unintentionally mislead 
them. 

C. Long-Term Prospects 

138. The prospects for standoff thro•1gh 1985-
whether in peacetime, crisis, or conflict-take into 
aCQ)Unt the same set of factors. AMong them, So
viet dependence on space sysh:ms is sure to change 
significantly. As discussed in S("Ction II. it will 
grow during this period. The impact of this growth, 
assuming no significant change in peacetime c.l 
the other factors, probably will be t., make the 
Soviets even more reluctant to undert...ke actions 
that could put their own space S'jstems at risk. 
Moreover, this growth will increase Soviet desire 
to ensure the unimpeded use o£ space, particularly 
for military and intelligence activities. However, we 
believe that the degree of Soviet depe!ldence on 
space systems we have fl"recast for the next ten 
years is not by itself high enough to deter them 
from interfering with US satellites in the face of 
other compelling reason to do so. 

139. The other factors that could lead us to 
reconsider these jud;ments include: 

-a Soviet perception of a widening gap between 
what the US and the USSR gain from space 
systeuJ; 

-a Soviet pe1«ptioo oi development of a US 
spa~ system that provided support in a way 
which, in a crUis or conflict situation. would 
be extremely disadvantageous to the Soviets; 



-a Soviet belief that the US was unwilling. or 
totally unable, to interfere effectively with 
Soviet space systems; 

-Soviet acquisition of additional, and more 
effective capabilities to interfere with US 
space systems; 

-the Introduction by the Soviets of means of 
countering US interference, such ns anti-jam 
features and wider-scale encryption; and 

-a Soviet unwillingn~:> to diSC\lSS an agrecm<'nt 
prohibiting interference. 

140. While the growin~ Soviet dependence on 
spnce is a factor that contributes to de facto non· 
interference, It also might contribute to a Sovict 
interest in a noninterference agreemmt. It may 
have played this role alreadv, since the USSR is 
at least somewhat interested in the general topic 
of noninterference with space systl'llls. At Geneva 
in May 1974. Yuri Kolosov of the Soviet .\iinistry 
of Foreign Affairs delivered a speech to the UN"s 
Outerspace Committee suggesting that the com. 
mittee might Y.ish co examine noninterference with 

141. The USSR might view negotiations toward 
some sort of agreement on noninterference as a 
useful means of buttressing detente. While any 
such agreement would have to be acceptable to 
the Soviets on its own merits, we would expect 
them to portray the possibility of a noninterference 
agreement, publicly and privately, as a reinforce· 
ment of detente, even If that were to be, in fact, 
much Jess importar.t than the technical considera· 
tions and benefits. 

142. We conclude that the prospects seem favor· 
able that the USSR would be willing to participate 
In negotiations toward a fonnal noninterf('rencc 

agreeent, including some and perhaps nearly all 
space systems. (Given the Soviets' position on direct 
broadcast satellites, if they could not achieve an 
agreemmt limiting the use of such spacecraft. 
throu):th the UN for exampl<", it is very unlikely 
that they would want these satellites included in 
a noninterference agreement.) The rationale for 
Sovict participation could include the technical 
infonnntion chey Might gain during !iuch negotia· 
tions. although th<"y would have to expect to pro. 
vide at least some information on their own systems. 
The existence of the Soviet orbital interceptor could 
have an eff<"ct on the USSR's attitude toward a 
noninterfcrmce agreement. The interceptor could 
stimulate the Sovil'ts to seck an agreccnt that might 
prevmt the US from de-.·eloping or deploying a 
similar system. 

143. If the US commits itself to dc\·elop or d(•ploy 
its own satellite int<'rccpt syste111, Soviet interest 
in the subject of nonintcrfcreuC<"--such r.s a fonnaJ 
agreement-mi~h• ; ise sigifieantly. A ma!or Soviet 
objt.'Ctive would IJC shutting off th(' US effort, either 
by direct prohibition or by undercutting the US 
rationale for it~ systl'lll. 

144. We susp<"ct that any negotiations toward 
such an agrremrnt would last several years and 
would IJC techr ic:tlly, if not politically, difficult. 
The following specific frotures of any potential 
agreement probably wot:ld be among those the 
So\iets would find mrst app<'aling: 

-positive protection of key So\"ict systems; 

- barring US development or dcploymmt , f 
anti-satellite systems: 

-a focus on subsets of space systems; 

-limited duration: and 

-bilateraL 


